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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a commutative ring. A quadratic space over A is a pair (R, q), 
where R is a finitely generated projective A-module and q : R + A is a 
non-singular quadratic form. Given two quadratic A-spaces (R, , qJ and 
(R, , q2), a non-singular quadratic form q can be defined on R, @ R, by 
setting q(xl + x2) = ql(x,) + q2(xz) for x1 E R, , xs E R, . The resulting 
quadratic space, denoted by (R, , qJ 1. (Rz , qJ, is called the orthogonal sum 
of (R, , ql) and (R, , qJ. In this paper we consider the following question: 
let (R, q), (R, , ql) and (R, , q2) be quadratic A-spaces such that 
(R q) -L (RI , ql) = CR, q) I (R, , qJ. Then is it true that (RI , ql) - (R, , qJ ? 
In the case of a field, this follows from Witt’s theorem. 
We shall assume throughout this paper (except in Section 2) that 2 has an 
inverse in A. Then we prove, under a finiteness assumption on A, that the 
question can be answered in the affirmative if 
(i) R, contains a “sufficiently large” hyperbolic space, i.e. a quadratic 
space whose underlying module is expressible as the direct sum of two 
totally isotropic submodules (Theorem 7.2), or if 
(ii) A is a semi-local ring (Theorem 8.1). 
We show by means of a counter-example that the assumption on R, 
in case (i) is necessary. 
Our problem is quite similar to the problem of cancellation of projective 
modules considered by Bass in [I]. A n important step is Proposition 6.1 
which is analogous, in its statement and method of proof, to Theorem 9.1 of 
[a 
2. SOME ASSORTED RESULTS 
We recall a few definitions and statements of results from [I] which will 
be needed in the following sections. 
* The author is thankful to Professor H. Bass, who suggested the problem, and to 
Professors C. P. Ramanujam and M. S. Raghunathan for helpful discussions. 
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A will denote a commutative ring. 
LEMMA 2.1. (Bass). Let A be semi-local, a an element of A, and a an ideal 
such that Aa + a = A. Then a + a contains a unit. (See Lemma 6.4 of [I]). 
(2.2) For an A-module P and an element x E P, let us denote the ideal 
{f(z) 1 f E P*} by o.(x), or simply by o(x). The element x is called uni- 
modular if o(x) = A. If  x is unimodular, then Ax is a free direct summand 
of rank 1 of P. 
Let Q be an ideal of A and denote the phrase “modulo a” by “bar.” I f  P is 
projective, then oP(x) = OF(*). 
(2.3) By Spec (A) (resp. max (A)) we mean the spectrum of prime (resp. 
maximal) ideals of A. For a finitely generated projective A-module P, the 
rank of P is defined as a function uk, : max(A) + Z, rk,(m) for an m E max(A) 
being the rank of the free A,,,-module P,,, . The statement rank of P 3 n 
means that rk, > the constant function n on max(A). Then we have 
SERRE'S THEOREM. Let A be a commutative noetherian ring with 
dim max(A) = d < co and let P be a finitely generated projective A-module 
of rank > d + 1. Then P contains a unimodular element. (see Theorem 8.2 
of [O 
3. GENERALITIES ON QUADRATIC FORMS 
We shall briefly recall certain definitions and facts regarding quadratic 
forms over commutative rings, mostly to fix the notation and terminology. 
For details we refer to [2] and [j’]. 
A quadratic form on an A-module M is a map q : M + A such that 
6) da4 = a*964 aEA, xtM, 
and 
(4 9(x + Y> - 4(x) - P(Y) is an A-bilinear map (evidently symmetric) 
from M x Minto A. 
The bilinear form mentioned in (ii) is called the associated bilinear form of q. 
We denote it by B, . For all x E M, q(x) = &B,(x, x). 
A quadratic A-module is a pair (M, q), where M is an A-module, and q is 
a quadratic form on M. For a submodule N of M, the submodule 
N-L = (x E M 1 BJx, y) = 0 for ally E N) is called the orthogonaZcomplement 
of N in M. 
Given two quadratic A-modules (MI , ql) and (M, , qJ we define their 
orthogonal sum (M, q) by taking M = MI @ Mz and q(xl + x2) = 
q&d + q2(x2) for xl E Ml , x2 E M2 . We denote it by (Ml , ql) I (44, , q2). 
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The bilinear form B, induces a map dBe : M-t M* given by dB,(x)(y) = 
B,(x, y), X, y  E M. We say that (M, q) is non-singular if dBO is an isomorphism. 
It is easily seen that the orthogonal sum of two quadratic modules is non- 
singular if, and only if, each summand is non-singular. 
Let (Mi , ql) be a quadratic submodule of (M, q), (i.e. M, is a submodule 
of M and q1 = q/M,). I f  (Mi , qJ is non-singular, then (M, q) is the ortho- 
gonal sum of (M, , ql) and (MIA, q/M,l). 
For an element x in (n/r, q), q(x) is called the norm of X. We call x non- 
singular if its norm is a unit in A. I f  x is non-singular, then (Ax, q/Ax) is a 
non-singular submodule, and therefore an orthogonal summand, of (M, q). 
Also, x is unimodular in M, since the value of the linear form dB, : M -+ A 
at x is a unit. 
An element x in M is called isotropic if its norm is 0. A submodule N of M 
is called totally isotropic if it consists entirely of isotropic elements, or 
equivalently, if NC N1. 
A morphism (Ml , qJ + (M, , qJ, of quadratic A-modules, is an A-linear 
map cy: Ml-tMz, such that qz(Ly(x)) = ql(x) for all x E Ml . An automor- 
phism of a quadratic module is called an orthogonal transformation. The 
orthogonal transformations of a quadratic module form a group under the 
composition of maps, called the orthogonal group of the quadratic module. 
In Sections 6-8 we shall be concerned with the transitivity of orthogonal 
transformations of a quadratic module on the non-singular elements of a 
given norm. The following remarks will be useful: 
Remark 3.1. Given a non-singular element x in a quadratic A-module 
(M, q), we define an orthogonal transformation u, , by setting 
B&G Y) 4Y) =Y ---------x 4(x) 
for y  E M. It is called the symmetry with respect to x. The transformation uz 
leaves the orthogonal complement of Ax elementwise fixed, and u&v) = -x. 
I f  x and y  are two elements of M such that q(x) = q(y), and q(x + y) is a 
unit, then us+,, (x) = -y; this follows from the equality 
&tx + Y, 4 = 244 + B,(Y, 4 = q(x) + q(y) + B,(Y, 4 = ntx + Y>. 
Remark 3.2. Let (M, q) be a quadratic A-module, and let x and y  be 
non-singular elements in M of equal norm and orthogonal to each other. 
Then there exists an orthogonal transformation 7 of (M, q) such that TX = y. 
Since x and y  are orthogonal to each other, q(x + y) = q(x) + q(y) = 2q(x) 
is a unit. Therefore, by remark 3.1, u%+~ maps x into -y. The element -y 
is then mapped into y  by uy . 
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If h : A --+ A’ is a homomorphism of A into another commutative ring A’, 
and (M, 4) is a quadratic A-module, then a quadratic form 4’ on the A’- 
module A’ @ Jkl can be uniquely defined by requiring that @(l @ x) = 
J@(x)) for all x E M. If  c( is a morphism of quadratic A-modules, then A’ @ 01 
is a morphism of the corresponding quadratic A’-modules constructed as 
above. Also, the correspondence A’ @A preserves orthogonal sums of 
quadratic modules in an obvious sense. 
In what follows, we shall deal only with quadratic modules of a special 
kind: a quadratic space over A is a non-singular quadratic A-module (P, q), 
where P is a finitely generated projective A-module. By the rank of (P, q), 
we mean the rank of the underlying projective A-module P. 
Note added in proof. I f  A -+ A’ is a homomorphism of rings, then 
(A’ @ .P, q’) is a quadratic A/-space, where q’ is the quadratic form obtained 
by change of base ring. 
We shall sometimes write only P instead of (P, q). Also, unless otherwise 
stated, q (resp. ( , )) will denote the quadratic form (resp. the associated 
bilinear form) of any quadratic space in question. 
4. HYPERBOLIC SPACES 
Let P be a finitely generated projective A-module. The module P @ P* 
carries a natural quadratic form q defined by q(x + f) = f (x) for x E P, 
f tz P*. The associated bilinear form is given by B&x1 + fi , x2 + fJ = 
f&2) +fz(%), Xl > x2 E P, fi , fi E P*. It is easily seen that q is non-singular. 
The quadratic space (P @ P*, q) will be called the hyperbolic space of P, and 
will be denoted by H(P). The hyperbolic space of a free A-module of rank 1 
will be called a hyperbolic plane. 
(4.1) We note that H(P) is the direct sum of two totally isotropic sub- 
modules P and P*. Conversely, let (Q, q) be a quadratic A-space, such that Q 
is the direct sum of two totally isotropic submodules U and V. Consider the 
A-linear map LY. : V+ U* given by a(y)(x) = B,(x, y) for x E U, y  E V. 
The map 1 U @ (I : U @ V + U @ U* is easily seen to be an isomorphism 
of (Q, q) onto H(U). 
We shall need the following properties of H: 
(4.2) If  (R, q) is a quadratic space over A, then 
(R 4) I CR, -9) - H(R). 
For, let U = {(x, x) E R @ R 1 x E R} and V = {(x, -x) E R @ R 1 x E R}. 
Then U and V are totally isotropic submodules of R @ R, such that 
R @ R = U @ V. Thus we are through, in view of (4.1), since U m R. 
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(4.3) Let PI and P2 be finitely generated projective A-modules. Then 
I-UP, 0 Pz) = WPJ I HP’,), 
if we identify (PI @ P2)* with PF @ Pz. 
(4.4) H is compatible with change of rings. In other words, if A + A’ 
is a homomorphism of A into another commutative ring A’, and if P is a 
finitely generated projective A-module, then A’ @A H(P) m H(A’ @ AP) 
as quadratic spaces over A’. 
5. THE ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATIONS E AND E* 
Let Q be a quadratic space over A and let R = Q J-H(P) for some 
finitely generated projective A-module P. Given an A-linear map OL : Q -+ P, 
we shall construct an orthogonal transformation Ea of R in a canonical manner. 
Let B denote the bilinear form onQ. We have the isomorphism dB : Q --+ Q*, 
given by d,(z)(w) = B(z, w), f  or z, w E Q. Consider the A-linear map 
a* : P* -+Q, defined as a* = dG1 ot 01. Explicitly, a* is characterized by the 
relation 
(5.1) (fo 44 = B(a*(f)> 4, 
feP*, z EQ. We define E, as follows: 
E&4 = x + 4.4 for ZEQ, 
E,(x) = x for x E P, 
Em(f) = -a*(f) - $m*(f) +f for fE P*. 
We claim that Ea is an orthogonal transformation. Let us denote the bilinear 
form on R by (, ). Clearly (EJz), E,(z)) = (x, a), for all x E Q. Also, for 
anfEP*, 
<&(f),&(f)> = <-a*(f) -ha*(f) +f, -a*(f) - Lb*(f) +f> 
= (-a*(f)7 -*u>> -f(~~*(f>> 
= <a*(f), a*(f)> -<a*(f), a*(f)> by (5-l) 
= 0. 
Next, for x E P and f e P*, 
<-W +f>, W +f>> = G&(4 +JL(f), -Q(x) + L(f)> 
= Xx, E,(f)> (since Wf), E,(f)> = 0) 
= X&f > 
= <x +f,x +f>. 
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So, E, is a morphism of quadratic spaces when restricted to either Q or 
P @ P*. I f  we show that (EJz), E,(x +f)) = 0 for z EQ and x +f~ P@ P*, 
then that will prove that E, is an orthogonal transformation. But 
<E&4 E& +f)> = (z + 44, x - a*(f) - S&a*(f) +f> 
= 4% a*(f)> + (4W> 
= -(z, a*(f)> +f+) 
=o by (5.1). 
Thus E, is an orthogonal transformation. 
(5.2) Let P = P, @ P, and let us write H(P) = H(P,) 1 H(P,). I f  
a: : Q -+ P maps Q into P, , then E, leaves H(P,) elementwise fixed. 
(5.3) The automorphism E, commutes with change of base ring; 
i.e., if A -+ A’ is a homomorphism of A into another commutative ring A’, 
then the orthogonal transformation A’ @ E, of the quadratic A’-space 
(A’ @A Q) 1. H(A’ Ba P) is the same as the orthogonal transformation 
EA,acr , arising from the A/-linear map A’ @ OL : A’ @A Q + A’ @A P. 
(5.4) Let A -+ A be an epimorphism of rings. Then an orthogonal 
transformation of the quadratic A-space (2 Ba Q) I H(A @A P), of the 
type EE, can be lifted to an orthogonal transformation E, of Q 1 H(P). In 
view of (5.3), it is enough to find an A-linear map 01 : Q + P, such that 
A @ cy = &. But this is possible, because Q is A-projective and the map 
P = A @A P + A EA P is surjective. 
(5.5) In the particular case in which P = Ax is a free A-module of 
rank 1, it will be convenient to describe the orthogonal transformation EN in 
another manner. Letfs P* withf(x) = 1 so that {~,f} is an A-basis of H(P). 
For an element w E Q, consider the A-linear map 01 : Q + Ax, given by 
a(z) = z + (z, w)x for z EQ. We shall denote E, by E, . Then E, can be 
written as 
Et&) = z + (z, w>x for ZEQ, 
E,(x) = x 
Go(f) = --w - q(w)x +f. 
In this form, the orthogonal transformations E were defined over fields by 
Eichler, and over the ring of rational integers by Wall (see [S], Section 5). 
The Orthogonal Transformations E*. 
Given an A-linear map ,E : Q + P*, let /3* : P+ Q be defined as the 
composite P A P** - tS Q* 6 - Q. We can then define an orthogonal 
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transformation EF of Q 1 H(P) as follows: 
-q(z) = z + B(z) for ZEQ, 
E,*(x) = -fl*(x) + x - #3*(x) for x E P, 
E,*(f) =f for f E P*. 
The verifications are similar to those in the case of the orthogonal transfor- 
mations E. 
All the above discussion about E goes through in an analogous manner for 
E*. 
We record here a remark which we need in the next section: 
Remark 5.6. Let w be an element of Q 1 H(P) with its P-component 
unimodular. Then there exists an orthogonal transformation E,$, which 
maps w into H(P). For, let w be written as z + x + f with z E Q, x E P, and 
f E P*. Since x is unimodular, there exists an A-linear map /3’ : P+Q, 
satisfying /3’(x) = x. Let p : Q + P* be an A-linear map such that /3* = /3’. 
Then 
E,*(z + x + f) = (z + P(4) + (-P*(x) + x - BPP*W + f  
= x + (&) - &/$3*(x) + f  > E p 0 p*. 
6. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
In the rest of the paper, A will denote a noetherian ring with 
dim max(A) = d < 03. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let P be a jinitely generated projective A-module of 
rank 3 d + 1, and Q a quadratic A-space. Let a be an ideal of A, 
and w E Q 1 H(P), such that Aq(w) + a = A. Then there exist A-linear 
maps 01~ ,..., OL, : Q -+ P, such that 
o(P-component of E=, o ... o E=,(w)) + a = A. 
To prove this proposition we need a stronger version in the particular case 
in which d = 0. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let A be a semi-local ring and let Q, P, and a be as in Pro- 
position 6.1. Let z + x i-f be an element of Q 1 (P @ P*), such that 
o(z) + o(x) + a = A. Then there exists an A-linear map 01 : Q + P, such that 
o(x + a(z) - &~*(f)) + a = A. 
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Proof. We can assume that a = 0. For, if a = A, there is nothing to 
prove. Otherwise we can go modulo a; if there exists an A/a-linear map 
% : Q/aQ-+ P/d’, satisfying the condition’ o(f + E(z) - &G*(f)) = A/a, 
we can lift Or to an A-linear map a: : Q -+ P. The map a satisfies the condition 
demanded in the Lemma. 
So, let a = 0. First, we shall prove the lemma in the case in which A is a 
field. We note that o(z) + o(x) = A simply means z + x # 0, and we have 
to find an (II : Q -+ P satisfying x + cx(z) - &a*(f) # 0. If  x # 0, we take 
a = 0. If  x = 0 = f, we take for a any A-linear map Q + P which does 
not vanish on x. There remains the case x = 0, f # 0. We can decompose 
H(P) as (Ax0 0 Af) J- WPJ, f or some submodule P, of P and some 
element x,, E P, such that f (x,,) = 1. Let w be an element of Q. Define 
OL : Q -+ Ax, by U(V) = (v, w) x,, , for z, E Q. Then, a(z) - &a&*(f) = 
((z, w) - q(w)) x0 (see (5.5)). The expression (x, w) - q(w) cannot vanish 
for all w E Q. For, otherwise the quadratic form p would be linear. So, there 
exists a w EQ with (a, w) - q(w) # 0, and thus we are through when A is 
a field. 
Finally, let A be semi-local. Denote by m, ,..., m, the maximal ideals of A. 
Since z + x is unimodular in Q @ P, it is unimodular in Q @ P modulo mi , 
for i = I,..., k. There exists therefore, an A/m,-linear map 
oli : Q/miQ - Pin@ 
for each 2, such that R + &(JZ) - %ai i l- E*(f) # 0. By the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem, the map P+ oi P/m,P is surjective. Therefore, since Q is 
projective, the maps @ can be simultaneously lifted to an A-linear map 
LY : Q + P. We then have o(x + a(z) - +~a*(f)) = A(mod mi) for 
i=l ,..., K. Hence o(.x + a(z) - &m*(f)) = A. This completes the proof 
of the Lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. We shall proceed by induction on d. The case 
d = 0 follows from Lemma 6.2. For, let w = z + x + f with z EQ, x E P 
and f E P*. The condition Aq(z + x + f) + a = A implies, in particular, 
that o(z) + o(x) + a = A, since q(z + x +f) = q(x) + q(x + f) = 
idBq(z)(z) + f (x). Also, for an 01 : Q -+ P, the P-component of 
So assume d > 0. 
Since the rank of P 3 d + 1, by Serre’s theorem we can find a unimodular 
element x,, & P, and P can be written as Ax, @ P,, . Let x = ax, + x’, 
aeA, x’ E P, . We have o(x) + o(x) + a = A, or equivalently, 
o(z) + Au + o(d) + a = A. Let Pr ,..., Fk be the irreducible components 
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of max(A). Choose maximal ideals m, ,..., m, of A such that mieFi and 
mi 4 Fj for j # i. Since A/ntrni is a semi-local ring, by Lemma 2.1 there 
exist elements a, E O(Z), a’ E 0(x’), and c E a, such that a, + a + a’ + c is 
a unit modulo 17,m, . Let g, be an endomorphism of P, defined by v(Ax,) = 0, 
y(P,) C Ax, and p)(x’) = a’x,, . Such an endomorphism exists by the definition 
of 0(x'). Since r$ = 0, 1 + 9 is an automorphism of P and we have 
(I + y)(x) = (a + a’) x0 + x’. Let 
Xl = (1 + P))-’ x0 and Pl = (1 + P))-ypo). 
Then we have a new decomposition Ax, @ PI of P, and in this decomposition 
x = (u + a’) x1 + x”, where x” E P, . We now decompose H(P) as 
(Ax, @ Afi) 1 (P, @ PC), wheref, E P* andf,(x,) = 1. Let z + x + f = 
z + (a + a’) x1 + bfi + X” + f “, with b E A, f' E PC. Since a, + a + a’ + c 
is a unit, modulo fl,rn, , o(z) + o((u + a’) xi) + a + 17,m, = A. Thus, 
there exists an A/flint,-linear map Gi : Q/(flimi) Q -+ Ax,/(lT,m,) Ax, , 
satisfying the condition in the Lemma 6.2 for the element 
.z + (a + a’) Xl + bfi (mod J&rnJ 
and the ideal (a + 17,m,)/17,m, . Let 01~ : Q --+ Ax, be an A-linear map which 
lifts I$ . Let us write EJ.z + x + f) = .zr + wt + bfi + X” + f’ with 
xi E Q and wi E Ax, . Then o(wJ + a + flirni = A. Choose t E o(wi) + a 
such that t belongs to none of the m,‘s. Denote by “bar” the phrase 
“modulo t.” We have dim max(A) < dim max(A). Also, since rkpl = rkp - 1, 
it follows that rank of Pi > dim max(A) + 1. Further, Em1 being an orthog- 
onal transformation, ~(.zi + wi + bfi + x” $-f “) = q(x + x + f ), so that 
Aq(z, + wi + bfi + x” + f “) + a = A. In particular, 
A@, + xn +f") + oh) + a = A, 
which implies that &(n, + 3” +J”) + o(WJ + si = A. Thus, we are in 
a position to apply the induction hypothesis to the quadratic A-space 
& 1 (pr @ P,*), the element f,  + f” +f” and the ideal o(WJ + Z. We get 
A-linear maps &a ,..., (Wa : & -+ Pr such that 
o(Pi-component of E@, o ... o E&$ + 2” +f”)) + o(iiQ + ii = A. 
Let 01s ,..., 0~~ be A-linear maps Q - P, lifted respectively from ol, ,..., & 
Then we have, writing w, = P,-component of Em, o ... o Eaz(z, + x” + f "j, 
o(wJ + o(wl) + a + At = A, or, since t E o(wr) + a, we get 
o(wJ + o(q) + a = A. 
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Since the orthogonal transformation I&, o *.* o EB, does not affect Ax, @ Afi , 
we have 
P-component of E,+ o ... 0 Ec& + x +f) = ~1 + ~2, 
and this completes the proof of Proposition 6.1. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let A, P, and Q be as in Proposition 6.1. Given any non- 
singular element w E Q 1 H(P), there exists an orthogonal transformation, 
which maps w into H(P). 
Proof. Applying Proposition 6.1 with a = 0, we get an orthogonal 
transformation which maps w into an element w’, such that w’ has its P- 
component unimodular. The element w’ can now be mapped into H(P) by an 
orthogonal transformation E,* (see remark 5.6). 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let A, P, and Q be as in Proposition 6.1. If  Q contains a 
non-singular element w, then the orthogonal transformations of Q 1 H(P) act 
transitively on the elements of norm q(w). 
Proof. It is enough to show that any element w’ E Q J- H(P), having q(w) 
as its norm, can be mapped into w by an orthogonal transformation. By 
Corollary 6.3, there exists an orthogonal transformation, which maps w’ into 
an element w” EH(P). The elements w and w” are orthogonal to each other, 
and q(w) = q(w”). Therefore, by remark 3.2, there exists an orthogonal 
transformation which maps WI’ into w. 
7. CANCELLATION OF QUADRATIC FORMS 
We say that a quadratic space R over A has hyperbolic rank > n if it 
contains a quadratic subspace of the type H(P), where P has rank > n. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let R be a quadratic A-space of hyperbolic rank > d + 2. 
Then the orthogonal transformations of R act transitively on 
(i) the non-singular elements of R of a given norm, and 
(ii) the set of hyperbolic planes in R. 
Proof. Since R has hyperbolic rank > d + 2, we can write R = Q 1 H(P) 
for some quadratic subspace Q of R and a projective A-module P of 
rank > d + 2. Let x,, be a unimodular element of P and let us write 
48rlrol3-3 
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P = Ax,, @ PO. Then R can be further decomposed as 
R = Q I (Ax0 0 Afo) I (PO 0 P,*,, 
withf, E P* satisfyingf,(x,) = 1. 
The statement (i) follows immediately from Corollary 6.4, since PO has 
rank > d + 1 and Q 1 (Ax, @ Af,) contains non-singular elements of any 
given norm (for an a E A, the element ax, +f, has norm a). 
To prove (ii), we first note that a hyperbolic plane is generated as an 
A-module by a hyperbolic p&r, i.e. an orthogonal pair of elements (wi , ws), 
such that n(wi) = 1 and q(ws) = -1. On the other hand, the submodule 
spanned by a hyperbolic pair is a hyperbolic plane. So, it is enough to prove 
the transitivity of the orthogonal transformations on the set of hyperbolic 
pairs. This we shall do by showing that any hyperbolic pair (wr , zua) can 
be mapped by an orthogonal transformation onto a fixed hyperbolic pair, 
say (x0 + f. , x0 - fd. By virtue of (i), we can actually assume that 
w1 = x0 + f. . Now ws and x0 -f. are non-singular elements of equal 
norm, belonging to the orthogonal complementQ 1 A(x, - fo) 1 (PO BP,*), 
of A(x, + fo) in R. By Corollary 6.4, there exists an orthogonal transfor- 
mation T of Q 1 A(x, - fo) 1 (PO @ Pt), such that I = x0 -f. . 
Extend 7 to an orthogonal transformation of R, by requiring it to be identity 
on A(x, + fo). This transformation maps (wi , ws) = (x0 + f. , WJ onto 
(x0 + fo 3 x0 - fo>* 
THEOREM 7.2. (Cancellation law). Let R, R, , and R, be quadratic spaces 
over A such that 
R 1 RI M R 1 R, . 
If R, has hyperbolic rank > d + 1, then 
RI M R,. 
Proof. Using the properties (4.2) and (4.3) of H, we can assume that R is 
the hyperbolic space of a free A-module, i.e., the orthogonal sum of a finite 
number of hyperbolic planes. So, it is enough to prove the theorem when R is 
a hyperbolic plane. Using the isomorphism R 1 R, M R I R, , we can 
write R 1 R, = R’ 1 RI, where R’ m R and Ri m R, . Since R, has 
hyperbolic rank > d + 1, and R itself is a hyperbolic plane, R 1 R, has 
hyperbolic rank > d + 2. Therefore, by Theorem 6.1 (ii), there exists an 
orthogonal transformation 7 of R 1 RI , such that T(R) = R’. It follows that T 
maps R, onto Ri , since these are the orthogonal complements in R 1 R, of R 
and R’, respectively. Thus R, w Rk m R, . 
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(7.3) A counterexample. We give an example to show that Theorem 7.2 
does not hold, if RI has hyperbolic rank < d + 1. Let R denote the field of 
real numbers. We take A to be the R-algebra R[t, 7, 51, generated by three 
elements 5, 7, 1;, and satisfying the relation t2 + 72 + t2 = 1. Then 
dim max(A) = 2. LetF = Ae, @ Ae, @ Ae, be a free A-module of rank 3. 
Take P to be the quotient of F by the submodule A(&, + Te, + [e,). It is 
known that P is an indecomposable projective A-module of rank 2 and 
P@A m A3 (see [6], Proposition IO). Take R, = H(P), R, = H(A2) and 
R = H(A). Then R J- R, w R J- R, . But R, is not isomorphic to R, , 
because R, contains non-singular elements whereas R, does not (the existence 
of a non-singular element inH(P) is equivalent to the existence of a unimodular 
element in P). 
8. THE SEMI-LOCAL CASE 
In this section we show that the cancellation law holds over semi-local rings 
without any assumption on hyperbolic rank. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let A be a semi-local ring and let R, R, and R, be quadratic 
spaces over A such that 
R 1 RI w R 1 R, . 
Then 
R, M R,. 
As in the proof of Theorem 7.2, we can reduce to the case where R is a 
hyperbolic plane. Since a hyperbolic plane is generated by a hyperbolic pair, 
we can further assume that R is generated by a non-singular element. 
Theorem 8.1 then follows from the following. 
THEOREM 8.1’. Let A be a semi-local ring and let R be a quadratic space 
over A of rank 3 1. Then the orthogonal transfromations of R act transitively 
on the non-singular elements of R of a given norm. 
Proof. First, we assume that A is indecomposable, or equivalently, that 
Spec(A) is connected. Then R is a free A-module. ([4J, corollary to Lemma 1). 
Let x and y be non-singular elements of R, with q(x) = q(y). If the rank of R 
is I, then R = Ax and y = ux for some unit u E A satisfying u2 = 1. The 
multiplication by u is then an orthogonal transformation which maps x into y. 
So suppose rank of R > 2. Let m, ,..., mk denote the maximal ideals of A, 
and Q = m, n ... n mk: its radical. Denote by fi andyi the images in R/m,R 
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of x and y  respectively. The elements fi andyi are non-singular of equal norm. 
Since [R/nt,R : A/mi] 3 2, there exist two symmetries pi and bi of RIm,R, 
such that plsa(%J = yi for i = I,..., K. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, 
the symmetries pi and ?i can be simultaneously lifted to symmetries p and 7 
respectively of R. Then we have pi = y  (mod m,), for i = I,..., R, or in 
other words, pi -y E aR. This gives us that p(p~(.x) -y) E a2. Now 
&T(X) + y) + q(p(x) - y) = 4q(y) is a unit. Therefore q(p(x) + y) is 
a unit. The symmetry u,,~(~)+~ then maps pi into -y, and the latter is in 
turn mapped into y  by uy . 
Now coming back to the general case, we decompose A as A, x *-* x A,, 
where Ai are indecomposable semi-local rings. Then R can be written as 
R = R, @ ... @ R, , where (Ri , qi) are quadratic Ai-spaces of rank > 1, 
and the quadratic form q : R + A is the coordinatewise sum of the quadratic 
forms qi : Ri + Ai. Let xi and yi denote the R,-components of x and y  
respectively. The elements xi and yi are non-singular and of equal norm in Ri . 
From the discussion in the above paragraph we get an orthogonal transfor- 
mation oi of Ri such that ui(xi) = yi for each i. The map 0 = o1 @ ... @ a, 
is then an orthogonal transformation of R such that U(X) = y. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 8. I’. 
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